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N
o longer content to have Crisler Arena simply exist in the
shadows of “The Big House,” their legendary football stadium,
the University of Michigan embarked on a long and well-

developed expansion and renovation plan that has given it a new
name and an identity all its own. Crisler Center is the new basketball
arena on campus, but it is much more than that. It includes the
William Davidson Player Development Center (WDPDC), Crisler Club,

Kids Go Blue Club, an interactive game area presented by the
University of Michigan Credit Union, and the Michigan Sports
Television Production Studio. With so many things added or
improved, the new 12,693-seat basketball facility leaves fans most
familiar with the old digs wondering what remains of the old arena.

“Very little” is an appropriate response to the question. Facility
construction has changed considerably since the original arena was

Stepping Out of the Shadows
Crisler Center Provides Energy Infusion for Michigan Sports
By Doug Pawloski, Contributing Editor 

Photos Courtesy of TMP Architecture / U-M Public and Media Relations
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built in 1967. Like many stadiums of that era,
Crisler Arena had dark and narrow corridors,
inadequate space for today’s conces-
sionaires and merchandisers, and no
premium seating or gathering space
anywhere. The old Crisler had a lot of
concrete and metal, but much less glass and
open spaces that are commonplace in
today’s modern facilities. Although the
diehard Wolverine fan was no doubt proud
of their team and arena, the University came
to realize that it was becoming increasingly
difficult to remain competitive. They knew

they needed to offer something more,
something big, to the athletes and the fans.
Discussions took place, meetings were held,
and decisions were made that would
dramatically turn up the excitement level in
Ann Arbor. 

“We had an old facility in a game that you
have to constantly be looking for
improvements to stay competitive,” said
Damon Grosz, facility manager for Crisler
Center. “A new facility is a recruiting tool and
sports is a revenue game. For all those
reasons we needed drastic upgrades.” With
the new WDPDC athletes can practice, train,
and develop their skills on their own
schedule, independent of the arena’s
schedule. Since the WDPDC was already
completed when arena renovations and
expansions began, players, coaches and staff
had a place to call home, away from the
sights and sounds of construction. On
November 5, 2012, the new Crisler Arena
opened for the men’s first game to great
reviews and thousands of fans excitedly
streaming in to see their Wolverines in
action, and there certainly was plenty of that
during the 2012-13 season. The men’s
basketball team hit a No. 1 ranking for the
first time since the 1992-93 season and went
all the way to the finals of the NCAA
tournament in Atlanta before falling 82-76
to the Louisville Cardinals in the 
championship game. 

FAN APPRECIATION
This facility upgrade was as much for the

fans as for the athletes themselves. From the
outside, fans can immediately see the
difference and sense the improvements that
await them inside the new center. Gone are
the three imposing flights of concrete steps,
grassy hillside, and dark featureless doors
looming at the top of the landing. The two-
story glass vestibule that includes a water
feature trickling across the iconic, maize-
colored Michigan “M” wows fans as they
enter. Modern lighting, large-scale graphics,
and glimmering metals add dimensional
highlights to this impressive main entry and
ticketing area. “It’s interesting, after master
planning the whole thing, the new entry is
where the old steps were so the way you
enter has a historic legacy to it,” said Dave
Larson, AIA, TMP Architecture’s senior vice
president, and TMP’s chief design officer for
the Crisler Center project.

The escalators at the main entrance take
fans to a brighter, more open concourse area
bathed in natural light from the glass curtain
walls. Fans will also see the words of their
fight song “The Victors” etched in large
lettering in the terrazzo flooring, one stanza

at a time, as they travel around the
concourse. While doing so, they walk
through Michigan sports history as the walls
come alive with giant action photos of
athletes from nearly all of the University’s
varsity sports on display, surely a treat for
fans and visitors alike. The concourse now
offers expanded concessions providing
more choices and new retail space offering
the latest Michigan souvenirs and spirit
wear. The retail space is more inviting,
enclosed in glass and visible from inside and
outside of the arena. 

The dedicated student entrance, with its
bright maize flooring and tunnel, guides
students to their seats in “The Maize Rage”
section. This entrance also features the Block
M floor graphic identical to the one the team
crosses over in the tunnel that takes them to
the court. The team and the fans rally around
their respective M adding to the excitement
before each game. “If we are going to ask
people to buy tickets, we want to provide
them with a nice venue and a competitive
team,” Grosz said. Without a doubt, the
University provided Wolverine fans with
both.

SELECTING THE TEAM
Planning for Crisler Arena began in

earnest early in 2007 with the selection of
the design team of TMP Architecture, Inc.
(TMP) from Bloomfield Hills; the sport arena
consultant, Sink Combs Dethlefs (SCD) from
Denver, Colorado; and the engineering
consulting firm Peter Basso Associates (PBA)
from Troy. TMP and SCD began with a master
plan for Crisler Arena and PBA started with
an infrastructure study. “At that time, it was
envisioned that there would be a practice
court and possibly a wrestling facility within
the center,” said Bill Frederick, AIA, TMP
principal and project manager. As TMP and
SCD developed plans that outlined a
framework for this facility, the University
sought approval to proceed with a separate,
possibly freestanding, player development
center. So TMP and SCD started planning
what would become the WDPDC and the
University started planning a total
renovation and expansion plan for Crisler
Arena. “The arena was in need of
infrastructure upgrades since very little had
been done to it over the years. This is what
became known as the ‘Crisler Renovation’
and it became the first step that would
prepare the structure for the subsequent
‘Expansion’ project,” said Frederick. 

At the time the expansion was being
discussed, TMP worked closely with SCD
who had broad experience in the field
including the renovation and expansion of

The bright tunnel that leads from the 
student entrance to “The Maize Rage” 
student section features a Block M graphic
that helps build excitement before games. 
It is identical to one the team rallies around
before taking the court.
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the University of New Mexico’s arena. “When
you consider points of sale, and how
ticketing would work, and how television
media would be integrated into the facility,
they were an invaluable partner in terms of
validating the functionality of all of this,”
said Larson. Although plans for the WDPDC,
the expansion, and the renovation projects
developed simultaneously, the University
executed them separately. Frederick
suggests this could have been due to a
combination of financial and logistical
constraints. However, after all the plans were
complete, what emerged was a total sports
development and entertainment complex
with all the parts integrated into one,
interconnected Crisler Center.

At that same time, PBA had to determine
what the University needed, what type of
mechanical systems would fit their needs for
functionality and, with a maintenance
department that was already stretched thin,
provide serviceability without bogging
them down. David A. Conrad, PE, senior
associate, PBA and lead mechanical

engineer for the Crisler Center, summed up
the biggest challenge on the project. “The
biggest challenge for us was trying to
upgrade and extend the existing utilities in
Crisler that were serving adjoining
buildings,” said Conrad. These buildings had
to be operational during construction and
could not afford to be offline.” The WDPDC
and the Junge Family Champions Center
were two such structures in use that needed
plumbing, heating, cooling, and electrical
during the expansion phase. “We had to
make sure they had mechanical systems
operational, so they could maintain their
everyday life,” said Conrad. Many meetings
were held to determine how to phase the
project and see how long it would take to
make the connections that would keep
these facilities comfortable.

The final pick for the Crisler expansion
team was Spence Brothers, Saginaw, the
general contractors who interestingly built
the original arena back in 1967. “This was a
project we had been eyeing since we heard
of its inception and we were very motivated

to do it, and to do it with this team,” said
Project Director Chad Nienhuis, LEED AP
BD+C, Spence Brothers. They joined the
team after the master planning and, of
course, just before the expansion and
renovation began in early 2012. When asked
at which phase they entered the process,
Nienhuis simply said, “Behind.” The design
team was active since 2007 and it wasn’t bid
out for construction until late 2011. Spence
was awarded the bid in December 2011 and
construction started less than a month later. 

“This was a competitive design-bid-build
delivery project and Spence came in on a
competitive bid environment,” said
Nienhuis. “Being a GC project, sometimes
certain things are established early on…
and you don’t have that design, build or CM
(construction management) environment.”
This can sometimes isolate a contractor at a
critical point in the process when they are
trying to play catch up, especially when a
project has such tight schedules. However,
due to their long-standing relationships
with TMP and the University, this project was

Just inside the main entrance, escalators shuffle fans up to the concourse. The Block M at the top is part of a large water feature that pumps
water to the top of the dark blue wall where it flows gently over the edge and streams back down. 
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completely different. The members of this
team genuinely like and respect each other
and are familiar with each other’s decision-
making styles. “We weren’t hired all at once
but it worked out that way,” Nienhuis said.
Larson added, “We were very excited that
Spence was selected for the expansion
project because they did the original. The
stars lined up.”

TEAM EASES CONCERNS
When plans for Crisler Arena were first

approved, David Brandon, director of
athletics for the University, was not in his
position. When you consider that the
University was investing $75 million in a
1960-era arena to renovate 180,000 square
feet and expand another 67,000 square feet,
it is not surprising that Brandon would have
some concerns. “What I wondered, when I

walked in, was it going to feel like an old suit
with a new tie,” said Brandon. The design
team worked hard to alleviate his concerns,
staging meetings and providing 3D imaging
to show Brandon and other stakeholders
how the finished structure would look. “They
(the design team) were responsive to any
input that I had, or anyone else from the
athletic department,” said Grosz. 

The designers met with everyone from
the head office to the ticket office, from the
athletic trainers to the athletes themselves.
All ideas were considered and details were
reviewed multiple times so they had “buy-in”
from all parties before breaking ground. “Our
kids and our coaches are going to be treated
to a fine facility with all of the amenities and
all of the support that they deserve; it is
spectacular,” said Brandon. Grosz agrees that
the results are fantastic and that the design
team did an excellent job with meetings and
models that helped his department
visualize. Regarding the “old suit” scenario,
Grosz adds, “I feel confident that nobody
thinks that. Most people come up and say,
‘Man, this looks like a new place!’” Indeed,
they literally upgraded, expanded, and
improved nearly everything. 

BREAKING DOWN THE STRATEGY
Once construction began in January 2012

it was a whirlwind of activity. For Spence
Brothers, “It meant bid the job, get
everything you can get together, and meet
these dates because they are not moving,”
said Nienhius. “You’re not going to postpone
the basketball season, and you’re not going
to postpone the football season.” He added,
“Guns were blazing and we were full steam
ahead.” Ideally you would like to begin a
project like this during the off-season but
extremely tight deadlines and the start of
the upcoming football season made this
literally impossible. It began during the
basketball season with deadlines and
restrictions in effect and continued through
the start of football with new deadlines and
restrictions. 

Phase 1 of the operation consisted of
foundation and other work on the exterior
of the building that did not affect the daily
operations. Once the last basketball game
was played, the construction team placed
their barriers and within one week all
exterior walls except two were down, and
the exterior envelop went up around them.
A complete new ring of construction was
added around the arena and over the
WDPDC. “We were essentially building over
the top of that (WDPDC) facility, which is
never an ideal situation with an owner-
occupied facility below it,” said Nienhuis.
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Work was scheduled around the athletic
operations to minimize the effect of
construction. 

Considering the amount of work going
on, there was just one three-week period
when the athletic department temporarily
moved out of the WDPDC. Beyond that they
were able to maintain business as usual.
Over that three-week period, Spence worked
around the clock getting as much done as
they could and often worked in the off-
hours or whenever it was convenient for the
athletic staff. Nienhuis said, “It was kind of
interesting; there was one door between the
WDPDC and Crisler Arena, and on one side
you hear music going from the team
working out, and on the other side it was the
chaos of a construction project, and to my
knowledge there were no major problems
as far as noise.” Larson quickly joked, “So the
music didn’t bother your construction guys
too much?” Grosz added, “The disruption to
what I had to support, with my athletic
department responsibilities and the
basketball team’s, was as good as we could
have hoped for.” 

Phase 2 began March 1 and had the
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CCEEII

The action and excitement of a home game in the new Crisler Center is shown here as the
Wolverine battled the Buckeyes of Ohio State.
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upcoming football season as a deadline. It
included completing work in the west and
southwest concourses, areas used for check-
in, ticketing and Will-Call services, and for
bag-check procedures for football games.
There is also a large team store in that area
that the athletic department counts on for

merchandising, so it was critical to complete
these areas by the deadline. 

Phase 3 ran concurrent with Phase 2 and
required completing the remaining
concourse areas and the main entrance to
the arena. They finished on October 25 and
the basketball season started 11 days later.
The final phase was the club area that was
completed before the start of the Big Ten
season in January 2013, when the
Wolverines hosted the Iowa Hawkeyes. 

ENERGY EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE
Just as important to the University as

having a world-class facility, is the energy
consumption and efficiency of that
structure. Because the design called for a
new two-story entrance and much more
glass than the building previously had, it was
critical that the facility function as efficiently
as possible. Crisler Center will typically have
13,000 fans entering the building on a cold
January night sending rushes of freezing air
into the building, and the staff in this area
need to be comfortable while they perform
their duties. “We’re not going to stop it. But
how do we treat it so it doesn’t become a
nuisance?” said Conrad. The answer was a
dedicated mechanical system that pumps
enough warm air into the vestibule areas to
offset the rush of cold air from outside. 

Another example of efficiency is the
treatment of the Michigan Sports Television
Production Studio within Crisler Center. This
area is in use 12 or more hours per day but is
a relatively small area. Rather than attempt
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In addition to the new seating throughout the arena, premium seating is now available for the
avid Wolverine fans, something the old arena lacked.

The new retail space is larger and brighter offering fans the latest selection of Michigan 
spirit wear and collectibles. The store is visible and accessible from inside and outside of
Crisler Center.
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to use one of two 1,400-ton chillers that cool
the entire center, PBA equipped that area
with its own air-cooled chiller with a heat
recovery and economizer cycle. This cools
the media center comfortably without the
use of the larger chillers, resulting in an
energy savings for the University. The use of
variable speed fans on all the air handling
units and CO2 sensors in the larger spaces
work together to minimize the amount of
outside air brought in. “The system can dial it
back if it’s not occupied, or if there are only a
few people in a large room,” said Conrad,
“which reduces the energy needed to heat
and cool the Center.”

TEAM CRISLER TAKES GOLD
From an industry perspective, there are

energy codes that need to be met, generally
determined by state and federal laws. The
University requires that their buildings
exceed those requirements by 30 percent,
meaning the energy savings must be at least
30 percent higher for all new construction,
and this requirement was exceeded. The
industry standard Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) is a suite of
rating systems that assigns points to various
aspects of the design, construction, and
operation of high performance green
buildings. Hoping to satisfy the University
and earn LEED Silver, the team was very
excited when they learned they achieved
LEED Gold Certification. “For a project this
big, with this much glass… that’s a huge
accomplishment,” said Larson. The minimum
number of points required to earn gold is 60
and the Crisler Center earned a total of 67
points. 

THE HOUSE THAT CAZZIE BUILT AND
TEAM CRISLER STRENGTHENED

“The House That Cazzie Built” is now the
house that the University and TMP, SCD, PBA,
and Spence Brothers have honored,
restored, and strengthened, by adding new
technologies and energy efficiencies,
outstanding colors, textures, and lighting
schemes, and enough shine and ‘Wow
Factors’ to last a lifetime. Coaches from just
about every sport on campus now make
sure to put Crisler Center on their tour stop
to show recruits and their families the
direction that Michigan sports is taking with
their athletes and facilities. At the WDPDC,
players and recruits are now able to take
advantage of some of the best practice,
development and recovery facilities
available to athletes, collegiate or 
professional. 

When the University decided to
undertake this project they were acting on a

philosophy really, and that is to have their
facilities reflect the sense of pride the
University holds for their athletic programs,
and to improve their athletes and their
teams and add value for their fans and
alumni. As you walk the concourse around
the outside of the arena bowl, over the
words to “The Victor” and past the larger
than life photographs of the athletes
gracing the walls, you are struck with an

overwhelming sense of pride for Wolverine
basketball, and for all Michigan sports. If you
stand on the big Block M at the student’s
entrance and listen close, these words seem
to ring out loud and clear:

Hail! to the victors valiant
Hail! to the conqu'ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
The leaders and best!
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